New Ways Forward for the Family Members of Voice
Hearers

Caroline’s
Story
A voice-hearer
who received
traditional
mental health
services at a
young age…

• My Voices were not my biggest concern or my root problem. I had
survived trauma but did not know how to describe or talk about it.
Voices and Visions were trying to do that for me.
• Please do not minimize or dismiss the pressures of the world at
large. Bullying, isolation, or being forced to meet very strict gender
roles, narrow parameters of “success” or religious frameworks can
make Voices harder. Do not say “My child has had a perfect life”. This
is impossible.

• There is no magic pill. Heavy neuroleptic drugs can have a lot of
difficult, embarrassing side effects. I was just cheeking the pills and
throwing them away. Finding neuro-feedback was a way to reduce
volume and frequency of trauma voices without side effects.

• A little bit of power goes a long way. What can your family member
do that you can affirm? Is there any interest you can support them to
have? Taking care of animals and playing roller derby were huge in
my life. Meeting with psychiatrists made me feel small.

• Acceptance goes along way- Most voice-hearers I meet deep down
are craving acceptance, community and love more than being
“treated” or “fixed”.
• Just listen- Listening and validating people is transformative. And this
is rare to come by in the system for voice-hearers.
• Zero Voices is not necessarily the Goal – It needs to be OK to
continue to hear voices. Emphasize that a person has value
regardless. Share stories of those who hear voices but still live
fulfilling lives. Focus on minimizing stress.

Father of a voicehearer

• How to respond differently when a loved one starts hearing stressful voices- He
trusted me. I turned to professionals instead of listening to, trusting, and validating
my son. They said his voices were dangerous. Insulin story.
• What to expect in the Psychiatric Hospital – I thought they were safe and kind
places. Instead they focused on containment over harm reduction or healing. They
would not let me see him. We both lost our rights and felt betrayed by the mental
health system. Found him lying on the floor alone.

• Where to explore viable alternatives to “chemical imbalance” model. Lead to
many frustrating years of failed approaches. My son was not like a diabetic. He was
treated like a guinea pig with treatments with unknown efficacy. Side effects were
extreme. Made him worse than the problem they were supposed to solve. After 2
visits, psychiatrist said he would be on meds for the rest of his life.

• I began to investigate alternatives to medical model- To look beyond the
Voices as the “problem”. Convinced NAMI to support HV workshop with
Ron Coleman, Opened up a new world for us.
• I learned the voices were REAL experiences- Invalidating them does not
work. Talking him out of them and “fixing” him does not work. What
helped meant looking at their meanings and messages and my own
reactions to them. I learned to talk to the Voices with him, see them as
real.
• How to acknowledge my own feelings as a parent– Realized my own fears,
uncertainties, family background, and anxiety for his safety guided my
beliefs and actions. Looking at voice’s content challenges the prevailing
medical model ideology. I wish I could have partnered with him and
learned from him how I could help. Shifting my point of view changed our
relationship and empowered him.

• Curiosity is more powerful than “fixing”. Saying “Tell me more” works better
than saying “You need to do XYZ…” which communicates to him that he is ill and
his voices are a threat I learned to listen to them and thereby empower him.
• Share power in the relationship. Allow your family member to define their
concerns and what they want to work on. Realize YOU cannot take responsibility
for your child’s path. You cannot walk it for them. Shift my point of view of him as
the identified patient. I helped my son the most when I owned my own feelings
and how I experienced his voices and just listened.
• Build a Network. Most important, create community and a support system with
other families and voice-hearers. Partnered with HV USA for facilitator training for
family members, clinicians, and voice hearers. Created BAHVN. Now offer 4
groups including one for family members facilitated by someone with lived
experience and myself. Inspiration for me to see voice hearers and family
members work together to become empowered, heal, and recover. That is
healing for all of us.

Cindy Marty’s Story

What I’ve Learned Along the Way
• Take care of yourself – who is your support system?

• Start with basic needs - food, water, sleep, shelter
• “Help isn’t help if it isn’t helpful”- Ask what the person you are
supporting is looking for in terms of help. What is it that they want to
work on? What do they want to achieve in life? What do they
perceive is getting in the way?
• Be transparent- Own your own needs, concerns, feelings. “I”
statements work great! Modeling vulnerability creates connection
and new ways forward.

What I have Learned
• Curiosity – Asking open-ended questions keeps the lines of communication
open – judgment or agenda-driven questioning can shut it down.
• Honor Multiple Truths- How does the person you are supporting understand
their experiences? What are their fears, emotions? What do they want to do
with their life? Nothing ends a conversation quicker than “You’re wrong!”
• Self-Determination- Respect your loved one’s right to make choices, take
responsibility from those choices and learn from their experiences.
• Support Meaning-Making- Be willing to explore the metaphor and context of
voices.

